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It has been shown by Wan [W1] that a version of the Riemann hypothesis for
characteristic p valued zeta functions, due to D. Goss, is satisfied for Fq[T], with
q= p being prime. We present another proof of this result.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
The Riemann Hypothesis mentioned in the abstract is the statement that
all the zeros of the Goss zeta function ‘y (defined below) lie in Fq((1T ))
where Fq is the field of pm elements. In fact, the zeros also turn out to be
simple. The completion Fq((1T )) of Fq(T) at infinity is an analogue of the
completion R of Q at infinity (=the archimedean prime), and hence the
statement is indeed analogous to the classical Riemann hypothesis about
zeros being on a ‘‘line’’ (even though the second variable y may be
arbitrary). Notice that in contrast to the ArtinWeil zeta function which is
a simple rational function satisfying the Riemann hypothesis (as is trivial
to prove for Fq[T]), the zeta function here is a richer transcendental
function intimately linked with the theory of the Carlitz module, a special
case of Drinfeld modules. (See [G1], [G2] and [T1] for some properties
and references).
In the theory of function fields one finds that there are really two distinct
types of ‘‘cyclotomic’’ extensions: the ‘‘arithmetic’’ ones arising from
constant field extensions (= those extensions arising from the adjunction
of a root of unity) and the ‘‘geometric’’ ones arising from the division
values of a sgn-normalized rank one Drinfeld module (eg, the Carlitz
module). These last extensions are indeed geometric because they only
involve, at most, a small constant field extension. In turn, this dichotomy
leads to ‘‘arithmetic Bernoulli elements’’ and ‘‘geometric Bernoulli
elements’’ and so on [G2]. Therefore Goss was lead to view the classical
Riemann Hypothesis of Artin, Hasse and Weil, which is intimately connected
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with constant field extensions, as being ‘‘arithmetic’’ with the one described
above as, possibly, being the ‘‘geometric’’ version.
Let A be the polynomial ring Fq[T] and K=Fq(T ). Let K be the
completion of K at ; thus K=Fq((t))=Fq((1T )) where t :=1T. Let v
be the discrete valuation determined by v(t)=1. Let 0 be the completion
of an algebraic closure of K equipped with the canonical valuation and
topology, and let Zp be the ring of p-adic integers. Let s=(z, y) # 0*_Zp ,
and let f # Fq[T] be a monic polynomial. One sets ( f ) := ftdeg f and
f s :=xdeg f( f ) y.
The Goss zeta function [G1] is then defined as
‘(s)= :
f monic
f &s= `
g monic prime
(1& g&s)&1,
where the sum is computed by grouping together terms of the same degree.
That is,
‘(s)= :

d=0
(1x)d \ :
f monic
deg f=d
( f ) &y+ .
For each fixed y # Zp , define ‘y(x) :=‘(x, &y). Let vd ( y) be the t-adic
valuation of the coefficient of (1x)d in ‘y(x). The Newton polygon of ‘y(x)
is then the convex hull in the plane R2 of the lattice points (d, vd ( y)), d0.
The t-adic valuation of the zeros of ‘y(x) are completely described by its
Newton polygon. Namely, if the Newton polygon has a side of slope *
whose horizontal projection is of length l, then ‘y(x) has exactly l zeros
with valuation *. We will use this fact to show that the zeros of ‘y(x) are
in K and are simple zeros when q= p is prime. First we deal with the case
where y is a positive integer and then generalize to any p-adic integer. For
y a positive integer, we have vd ( y)=dy&deg Sd ( y) where
Sd ( y) := :
f monic
deg f=d
f y.
Given y a positive integer, we say that integers [mj] satisfy (^ ) if and
only if y=m0+m1+ } } } +md where (q&1) | mj , mj>0 for 1 jd, and
the sum is such that there is no carry over of digits base p. From now on
we assume q= p, but we keep both q and p in the notation. We now recall
the following result of Carlitz [C1], which was claimed for general q, but
we have only been able to provide full justification when q= p.
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Theorem 1. Let y1. Then Sd ( y){0 if and only if there esists [mj]
satisfying (^).
Proof. If f=ad+ } } } +a1T d&1+T d then
f y= :
y=m0+ } } } +m d
y !
m0 !m1 ! } } } md !
(T d)m0 (a1T d&1)m1 } } } amdd .
Now, by the well-known theorem of Lucas, (y!m0 !m1 ! } } } md !) is prime to
p, the characteristic of K, if and only if the sum y=m0+ } } } +md is such
that there is no carry over of digits base p. If this is impossible then clearly
Sd ( y)=0. On the other hand,
Sd ( y)= :
a1, ..., ad # Fq
:
y=m0+ } } } +md
y !
m0 !m1 ! } } } md !
_am11 } } } a
md
d T
dm 0+(d&1)m 1+ } } } +md&1.
Changing the order of the summation and using the well known relation,
:
a # Fq
ah=0 if and only if (q&1) |3 or h=0,
we see that a necessary condition for the non vanishing of Sd ( y) is that
(q&1) | mj , and mj>0 for 1 jd. Finally if y=m0+m1+ } } } +md
where the [mj] satisfy (^ ), we may select such mj in order to maximize
dm0+ } } } +md&1. To finish the proof that Sd ( y){0, we now show that
this maximum is unique. Notice that max dm0+ } } } +md&1=dy&min
m1+ } } } +dmd , so in order to find the maximum, we must minimize ‘‘the
weight’’ m1+ } } } +dmd such that y=m0+m1+ } } } +md subject to (^ ).
Of all such decompositions of y, choose those such that
mdmd&1 } } } m1 .
Now of these decompositions of y choose those with minimum md , then
the ones with minimum md&1 , and so on. We call this solution [mi] the
greedy solution. It is enough to show that given any non-greedy solution
[m$i] of (^), we can modify it to get another solution with smaller weight
in such a way that we eventually end up with the greedy solution. Without
loss of generality,
m$dm$d&1 } } } m$1 .
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Now each m$i is a sum of k( p&1) p-powers. We can assume that k=1
(throwing (k&1)( p&1) of them in m$0 decreases the weight). If j is the
largest index such that m$j {mj , then m$j>mj . If
mj= :
p&1
k=1
pik, ikik+1 ,
and
m$j= :
p&1
k=1
pi $k, i $ki $k+1 ,
then choose the least k such that r :=ik<i :=i $k . This implies that for some
t< j, pr # m$t . Define [m~ u] by
m~ u=m$u for u{ j, t,
m~ j=m$j&pi+ pr, and
m~ t=m$t+ pi& pr.
Since q= p, m~ j is still divisible by q&1 regardless of r and i. But the weight
of the solution [m~ i] is w$&( j&t)( pi& pr) which is less than w$, the weight
of the non-greedy solution. K
Remark. As pointed out in [T1] p. 10, we have in fact proved that
deg Sd ( y)=dm0+(d&1) m1+ } } } +md&1 ,
where [mi] is the greedy solution. K
Hence,
vd ( y)=dy&(dm0+ } } } +md&1)=m1+2m2+ } } } +dmd ,
where [mi] is the greedy solution. If y= y0+ y1 p+ } } } + yk pk is the
decomposition of y with base p, then clearly the greedy solution is obtained
as follows:
md :=md (d ) :=y0+y1 p+ } } } +y*jd p
jd, y*jdyjd ,
where
y0+y1+ } } } +y*jd= p&1.
Next, md&1(d ) is obtained in the same way by considering the decomposi-
tion of y&md base p and so on. Finally m0(d )= y&(m1(d)+ } } } +md (d )).
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If such construction is impossible then Sd ( y)=0 by Theorem 1 and we set
vd ( y)=. If not, then
vd ( y)=m1(d )+2m2(d )+ } } } +dmd (d ).
Notice that by construction md&r(d )=md&r&1(d&1) for r=0, ..., d&2.
Using this we calculate the slope *(d ) of the Newton polygon from
(d&1, vd&1( y)) to (d, vd ( y))
*(d)=vd ( y)&vd&1( y)=m1(d)+m1(d&1)+m2(d&1)+ } } } +md&1(d&1).
Finally, *(d) is a strictly increasing function of d since
*(d )&*(d&1)=m1(d )>0,
for d1, if we put *(0)=0. This implies that each slope of the Newton
polygon has horizontal projection one and so the zeros of ‘y(x) are simple
and lie in K .
Assume now that y= y0+ y1 p+ } } } + yi pi+ } } } # Zp&N such that
the number of nonzero digits is infinite. Then choose enough digits
y0 , y1 , ..., yk such that for y = y0+ y1 p+ } } } + yk pk we can define
allowable nonzero m0(d ), m1(d ), ..., md (d). The number of digits that you
choose for this to happen is unimportant for our purposes since they only
change m0(d ) but not m1(d ), m2(d), ..., md (d ), and so the valuation vd ( y )
does not change. Hence by approximating y # Zp p-adically as a limit of
n # N, we see
vd ( y)=v \ limn  y T &dn :
f monic
deg f =d
f n+
= lim
n  y
v \T &dn :
f monic
deg f =d
f n+=vd ( y ).
Hence all the results about the slope *(d ) of the Newton polygon hold for
any p-adic integer. In particular, the Riemann Hypothesis is satisfied by
Fp[T].
Remark. For general q, not necessarily prime, Wan gives a lower
bound for the Newton polygon, namely a sequence of integers wd ( y) with
wd ( y)vd ( y) for all d. It happens that each side of the polygon (convex
hull) in the plane R2 of the points (d, wd ( y)) has horizontal projection of
length 1. This polygon coincides with the Newton polygon of ‘y(x) when
the digits of the decomposition of y # Zp base q are smaller then p (e.g.,
when q= p) or equal to q&1. For more details, see [W1].
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